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(57) ln a method and device for taking a blood sam-
ple (42) of a slaughtered animal (6), a blade of a lanife

(10) is provided with a ducl which is in liquid communi-
cation with a sample reseryoir (36). After the stickng,
the sample reservoir (36) is removed from the knife, the
knife is cleaned and disinfected, and a nal sample res-
ervoir is attached to the knife. The blood in the sample
reservoir (36) is analyzed. The operations of exchang-
ing the sample reservoirs (36) and cleaning the knile
(10), and also of tansporting a sample reservoir to an
analysis dwice, are carried out mechanically and auto-
matically.

(54) Method and device for taking a blood sample of a slaughtered animal.
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Description

The invention relates to a method br taking a blood
sample ol a slaughtered animal, such as a pig, coar,

sheep or the like.

It is usualto sample the blood ol animals destined
br slaughter at the farm where they are reared. The
blood sample obtained in this way, which can be traced
back unequivocally to a specific animal by means of an
earmark identification on the animals, is analyzed in a
laboratory for abnormalities which could lead to the pos-

sibility of takng measures to withdraw the animal in
question from slaughter and consumption or aren to the
rejection of all the livestock present at the farm frcr

slaughter and consumption.
Although blood sampling is a necessary action for

protecting public health, the operation of taking the
blood samples at the farm is laborious, time-consuming
and expensive, since to do this eperts have to visit
many farms every day and have to take and store blood
samples by hand, blood samples have to be transported
specially and extensive administration is required.

The object of the invention is to simplify considera-
bly the blood sampling of slaughtered animals and the
administration thereof and to shorten drastically the
time required firr this purpose. Another object of the
Invention is to provide a method and device which ena-
ble the blood sampling to be mechanized.

The above objects, and other oblects, are achieved
using the method accoding to the invention by taking a
blood sample at he sticking place in the slaughtered
animal during the sticking of the slaughtered animal.
Sticking the animalfor slaughtering is the action in the
slaughterhouse in which a blood vessel of an animal ficr

slaughtering, which has been stunned beforehand, is
cut using a knife, so that the animal ficr slaughtering
bleeds to death. At the moment of stickng, a sample of
the stream ol blood released can be taken easily and
without loss of time.

Preferably, the blood sample is collected in at least
one sample resenoir which is coupled to the knife. ln an
advantageous embodiment, each sample reservoir,
which only has to be able to contain a very small quan-
tity of blood, frcrms a unit with the lfiife, which as a result
can be handled in the cornrentional way by a sticker in a
slaughterhouse br sticking an animal br slaughtering.

lf the blood sample is collected in two ditferent sam-
ple reservoirs which are coupled to the knife, one of
these sample reservoirs can be analyzed while the
other sample reservoir, which contains blood from the
same slaughtered animal as the first sample reservoir,
can be stored icr a possible second opinion.

ln a simple and inerpensive embodiment of the
method according to lhe invention, after making the cut
each blood-filled sample reservoir is detached from the
knife, after which the knife is cleaned and disinfected,
and then (a) netlv sample reservoir(s) is/are coupled to
the knife. By connecting the sample reservoir to the
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knife in a detachable manner, the knife, after taking a

blood sample, can be quicldy cleaned and made ready

ficr sticking and taking a neur blood sample from a sub'
sequent slaughtered animal. This also avoids cross-

5 contamination of slaughtered animals.

Preferably, one sample reserroir, which has been

filled with blood during the sticking of the slaughtered

animal, is sealed after it has been detached from the

knife and is conveyed to a room which is situated in the
10 slaughterhouse and where one or more predetermined

analyses are carried out on the blood sample. ln this

way, the blood sample is transferred to a "clean" room in

order to be analyzed, the risk of the blood sample

becoming contaminated or infected being minimal. ln
ls addition, it is thus possible frcr the blood sample to be

analyzed within a very short time, so that the analysis
results are known even during the further slaughtering
process of the slaughtered animalfrom which the blood

sample originates, and in particular bebre the slaugh-

zo tered animal is cooled in a cooling chamber. lf the blood

sample analysis shows that this is necessary, the

slaughtered animal can be removed from the slaughter
line.

A particularly inerpensive, simple and rapid way of
2s transporting the sample reservoir takes place in a hose

or tube with the aid of a fluid at superatmospheric pres-

sure, such as compressed air, or at subatmospheric
pressure.

The cleaning and disinfection ol the knife after each
so sample reservoir filled with blood has been detacted

expediently comprises the frcllouring steps: cleaning with

cold water: disinfecting; flushing with cold water; and

blow-drying. Cleaning with cold $rater removes blood

residues. Disinfecting of the knife is canied out, for
3s o<ample, with water at about 82'C, but can also be car'

ried out using cold or hot water to which a disinfectant
has been added. The subsequent rinsing with cold
water cools the knife and prevents the formation of a
layer of protein on the knife. ln an optional o<tra clean-

40 ing step, the knife is cleaned with cold water, and option-

ally blovrr-dried, bebre each sample reservoir filled with

blood is detached, in order even at this stage to remove

as much adhering blood as possible.

ln order to administer the blood sample data, each
4s sample reservoir filled with blood is provided with an

identifying mark which belongs to an identifying mark

arranged on or in the said slaughtered animal, the sam'
ple reservoir identifying mark and the identifying mark of

the slaughtered animalfrom which the blood in the sam-
so ple reservoir originates are each read by means of a

suitable reading device and data resulting from this

reading are stored in combination in a datra file, such as

a computer memory. After analpis of the blood sample,
data relating to the analysis results are added to the

ss said data combination. An erample of an identifying
mark of a slaughtered animal is an earmark or an

implanted transponder. CIher possible identifying marks

are letters, numbers, symbols, patterns or the like, or
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combinations thereof, which are branded or pierced on
parts of the body. A sample reservoir may be provided
with a bar code or a dot code, or the like. The identifying
marks can preferably be read by machine.

Furthermore, it is preferred for an anti-coagulant to
be introduced into each sample reservoir before use, so
that it is mixed with the blood sample direclly when the
sample is taken.

According to the invention, the knife for takng a

blood sample of a slaughtered animal is characterized
in that it is provided with a ducl with an open end in the
region of the knife blade which is intended to penetrate
into the slaughtered animal, which duct is in liquid com-
munication, at the other end, with at least one sample
reservoir.

ln a prefened embodiment, the duct opens out at
the abovementioned other end into a buffer chamber
with at leasl one outlet to the at least one sample reser-
voir. The bufler chamber is dimensioned in such a way
that during the blood sampling it fills up at least in part
with blood.

To assist the flow of blood into the butler chamber,
the latter contains at least one opening to atnosphere.
During the blood sampling, this opening functions as a
vent for the buffer chamber. The abovementioned open-
ing, or another opening to atmosphere, may serve as an
overflow opening fur determining a maximum blood
ls/el in the buffer chamber, so that the wlume ol blood
collected in the buffer chamber during the blood sam-
pling can be accurately predetermined.

ln a preferred embodiment, the bufler chamber out-
let to a sample reservoir comprises a tube stub and the
sample reservoir cornprises a sarnple tube with a
closed end and an opposite open end, it being possible
to push the tube stub and the sample tube over one
another, and the free end of the tube stub being con-
nectd in a sealing manner to the sample tube. Such a
sealed design of the buffer chamber outlet and the sam-
ple reservoir ensures that blood is reliably drawn from
the buffer chamber into the sample reservoir during the
removal of the sample tube from the tube stub.

Preferably, the loife blade is provided with a recess
for accommodating at least part of a duct which is
designed as a tube. ln an embodiment of this kind, there
is no need to produce a special knile, but rather it is pos-
sible to base the design on a standard, commercially
available knife, and it is merely necessary to frcrm a
recess in the blade of such a lcrife.

Advantageously, the ducl is arranged detachably in
the recess, so that the duct and the connected buffer
chamber and buffer chamber ouflet(s) can simply be
detached lrom a knife which has become worn as a
result of use and can be ananged in a ner,v knife pro-
vided with a recess. ln particular, the ducl is adhesively
bonded by means of a soluble or softenable adhesive to
projeciions which protude into the recess. On the other
hand, it is possible, to allo^, quick and easy o<change ol
knives, to attach the buffer chamber to the blade using a
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screvv or circlip fastening. ln this case, the duct running

along the blade is stabilized at its free end by providing

it with a lip which proiects into an associated opening in

the blade.

s lt is also pointed out that the butfer chamber outlets

of the knife prevent the hand of the sticker sliding off the
handle of the knife and over the blade, so that undesira-

ble injuries are prevented.

ln order to achisre as high a level of mechanisation
to of the blood sampling as possible, the knife is provided

with at least one proiection for positioning the knife in a
lcrife support which is at least partially of complemen-
tary form to the at least one proiection. The at least one
projection makes it possible to place the knife in the

ts knife support in an unambiguous manner, after which it

is possible ficr the actions comprising removal of the
sample reservoir(s), cleaning of the knife and attach-
ment of (a) new sample reservoir(s) to take place com-
pletely mechanically and automatically.

20 The knife is preferably provided with two proiections

which protrude in opposite direaions, and part of each

projection prelerably has a substantially circular cross-

section, another part of the proiection having a substan-

tially rectangular cross'section. This measure increases

zs the stability of the knife in the knile support.
Furthermore, fur the bene{it ol mechanical and

automatic execution of the actions desoibed above, the
invention provides a blood sample processing device for
processing a blood sample of a slaughtered animal,

so comprising: a knife-holding station br holding a knife

according to the invention; a sample reservoir removal

station br removing the sample reservoir(s) from the
loife; at least one cleaninE ancl/or disinfection station for

cleaning and disinfecting the knife; a sample reservoir
ss attachment station for attaching lhe sample reservoir(s)

to the knile: a knile delivery station frcr delivering the
knife; and lmife transportation means for transporting
the knife past the stations.

ln a preferred embodiment, the blood sample
40 processing device comprises sample resenoir tans-

portation means which comprise a clamping dwice,
which is arranged on a movable arm br gripping at least

one sample reservoir, as well as a rotatable disc, which
is provided with openings, fur holding the sample reser-

4s voir(s) and attaching/removing small caps thereto/
therefrom, and at least one hose or tube in which the
sample reservoir(s) can be transported at superatmos-
pheric pressure or subatmospheric pressure, the arm
wilh clamping darice transporting he sample reser-

so voir(s) from the sample reservoir remorral station to the
disc, and the disc conveying the sample reservoir(s)
from the arm with clamping device to the at least one
hose or tube, or alternatively the transportation taking
place in the opposile direction, from the at least one

5s hose ortube to the sample reservoir attachment station.
lf one ensures that the small cap of the sample reserroir
is unable to pass through the opening while the sample
reservoir can pass thorough the opening, the sample
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reservoir can hang from the small cap in an opening in

lhe diskwhen the latter is disposed horizontally. By pull-
ing the sample resenoir downwads beneath the disk,
the small cap is separated from the reservoir. lf the
small cap is supported at the top side of the disc, the s
sample reservoir can easily be pressed lirmly onto the
small cap through the opening, from the underside ol
the disk

Preferably, the knife-holding station comprises a
movable lmife support ficr supporting the knife ficr the to

purpose of feeding the knife to fte knife transportation
means in a predetermined posilion. After use, the
sticker places his/her knife in the knife support, which
determines the position of the knife and consequently
allows the knife to be manipulated mechanically and ls
automatically in the blood sample processing device.

ln an advantageous embodiment, the at least one
cleaning and disinlection station comprises: a first sta-
tion with a cold water feed device for cleaning the knife
with cold water; a second station with a disinfeclant feed 20

device ficr disinfecting the knife, which disinlectant con-
sisB, for example, of water at about 82 oC or of a lactic
acid solution or chlorine solution; a third station with a
flushing der/ice br rinsing the knile with cold water; and
a lourth station with an air-blowing dsrice for blor-dry- Ps

ing the knife using air. Preferably, the lirst station and
the second station are each designed for the internal
and external cleaning of the kmife.

The knife delivery station works in the opposite way
to the knife-holding station. so

ln a prefened embodiment, the knife transportation
means comprise a gripper device which engages on the
knife icr fixing he knife in a predetermined position dur-
ing transportation of the lmife past the stations, which
gripper dwice can be moved between a closed position 35

and an open position. The gripper device allows simple
transfer of the knile from the mwable knife support (in
the knife-holding station) or to the movable knife support
(in the knife delivery station).

ln a particularly compact and efficient embodiment 40

of the blood sample processing device, the knife trans-
portation means o(ecute a circular movemert, and the
stations are disposed at predetermined angular posi-
tions along the circle.

The irvention is explained in more detail with rder- 4s

ence to the drawing, in which:

Fig. 1 shows a diagrammatic, perspective view of a
device according to the invention;
Fig. 2 sho,vs a top viar of a knife according to the
invention;
Fig. 2a shows a top view of another knife according
to the invention;
Fig. 2b shors a top view of yet another knile
according to the irvention;
Fig. 3 shorvs a side view of the knife shorn in Fig.
2i
Fig. 3a shors a side vierru of the knife shown in Fig.

50

zai
Fig. 3b shows a side view of the knife shown in Fig.

2b;
Fig. 4 shcmrs a lront viol, of the knife of Fig. 2 in the

direclion of arroar lV;

Figs. 5a and 5b show a cross-sectional via^, of the

action of sample reservoir(s) coupled to the knife;
Fig. 5c shows a vieuv of the cross-section ol the
knife on line Vc-Vc in Fig. 3a;
Fig. 5d shows a partial longitudinal section through

the knife on line Vd-Vd in Fig.2a;
Fig. 5e shoars a viav of the cross-section of the
lanife on line Ve-Ve in Fig. 3b;
Fig. 5f shorvs a partial longitudinal seclion through

the knife on line Vl-Vf in Fig. 2b;

Fig. 6 shows, partially in cross-section and partially
in side view, a turret device according to the inven-

tion;
Fig. 7 shorars a diagrammatic plan view of the
device in accordance with Fig. 6;
Fig. I shows a detail of the device shorn in Fig. 6;

Fig. 9 shows a perspeclive view of a detail of the

device shourn in Fig. 6;

Fig. 10 shows a perspective viqry of another detail

of the dqrice shown in Fig. 6;
Fig. 11 shors a llor diagram for the purpose of

explaining lhe actions carried out in the device in

accordance with Fig. 6; and
Fig. 12 shows the layout of the device in accord-

ance with Fig. 6 in a slaughterhouse.

ln the various ligures, equivalent reference numer-

als relate to equivalent components or componenb
which have an equivalent function.

Fig. 1 shows a section of a slaughterhouse, in
which stunned pigs 6 lying on their sides are trans-
ported to a stichng station on a conveyor belt 2, which

advances in the direction of arrory 4. ln Fig. 1, only one
pig 5 is shown; in practice, pigs 6 lie at such a short dis-

tance apart on the conveyor belt 2 that another pig 5
arrives at the sticking station every bur seconds. ln the
sticking station, there is a sticker 8 holding a knife 10lor
sticking the pig 6 in the carotid artery. The pig 6 bleeds
to death through the cut 12 created in this way.

A turret device 1 4 is suspended above the cornreyor

belt 2 and above the pigs 5, within easy reach of the
sticl<er 8. For sticking each pig 6, the sticker 8 takes a
knife out of the turret device 14, sticlts the pig and
places the knife 10 back in the tunet device 14. The

structure of the knife 10 and he turret device 14 will be
s<plained in more detail beloar. The turret dqrice 14 is

suspended from a wall 18 of the slaughterhouse by
means of a pivot arm 16, so that the sticker 8 can select
the position of the turret device 14 in such a manner lhat
knives can be taken out of and replaced in the hJnet
ds/ice 14 as easily and quickly as possible.

Figs. 2-4 shorrthe knile 10 in more detail. The loife
10 comprises a handle 20 and a blade 22, in which
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there is formed a recess 24 which extends in the longi-

tudinal direction of the blade. Four proieclions 26 pro'

trude inwards into the recess 24. Between the

projections 26 there is detachably arranged' for exam-

ple by snap-fitting or adhesive bonding, a section of a s

tube 28 which is open on the side ol the point ol the

blade 22. The tube 28 is coupled to and in liquid com-

munication with a buffer chamber 30, which in turn is

coupled to and in liquid communication with two buffer

chamber outlets 32, which are in the form of tube stubs 10

and have an annular seal 34 at their free end. Sample

reservoirs 36 made of a transparent material are

pushed around the buffer chamber ouflets 32. The seals

34 hold the sample reservoirs 36 fixed to the bufler

chamber outlets 32. The buffer chamber 30, which in ls
the embodiment shown is substantially cylindrical'

tapers conically on the outside towards bolh ends and

ends in the frcrm of a rec-tangle with a square cross-sec-

tion. The partially conical, partially rectangular proiec-

tions 38 are each provided with an opening tt0, via 20

which the interior of the buffer chamber 30 is in open

communication with the atmosphere.

Figs. 5a and 5b diagrammatically clarify the {unc-

tion of the buffer chamber 30 and the sample reservoirs

36. \ /hen the blade 22 ol the knile 10 is stuc* into a 25

blood vessel of an animal to be slaughlered' blood llortts

via the opening 27, through the tube 28 and into the

buffer chamber 30, the openings 40 acling as vent and

overflow openings. A lanel of blood 42 which is shown in

Fig. 5a is thus established in the buffer chamber 30. ll 30

the sample reservoirs 36 are then moved away from the

buffer chambers outlets 32, the seal 34 ensures that the

blood 42 from the buffer chamber 30 is drawn into the

sample reservoirs 36, the openings 40 serving the pur-

pose of aeration, as illustated in Fig. 5b. The quantity of 3s

blood 42 in the buffer chamber 30 as shown in Fig' 5a is

distributed wenly between the two sample reservoirs

36, as shown in Fig. 5b.
Figs. 2a, 3a, 5c and 5d show a knife 200 with a han-

dle2o2 and a blade 204. On one side of the blade 204, 40

a hollow tube 28a is arranged substantially parallel to

the longitudinal direction of the blade 204. ln accord-

ance with the design shown in Fig. 2, 3 and 4, the tube

28a in Figs. 2a,3a, 5c and 5d is connected to a butfer

chamber 30 which is provided with partially frustoconi- 45

cal and partially rectangular projections 38. Two buffer

chamber outlets 32 can be provided with sample reser-

voirs 36, as shovvn in particular in Fig. 5d. The buffer

chamber 30 is provided with a support 206 with a hole
which is provided with an internal screrr thread. At the so

location where the support 206 touches the blade 204'

the blade 204 is provided with a through-hole. The sup-
port 206 can thus be attached to the blade 204 by
means of a screw 208, with the result that the tube 28a,

the buffer chamber 30 with projections 38 and the buffer 55

chamber outlets 32 are fixed in position with respect to
the blade 204. ln order to prevent deficrmation of the

tube 28a, the latter is provided at its free end with a lip

210 which is accommodated in a hole 2'l0a in the blade

204.

Figs. 2b, 3b, 5e and 5f shor a knife 201 with a han-

dle 202 and a blade 205. The knife 201 differs only

slightly from the knife 200 which is shown in Fig. 2a' 3a,

5c and 5d. lnstead of the support 206, which is attached

to the blade 204 using a bolt 208, of the knife 200, the

knife 201 is provided with two circlips 212 and 214'

which interact with the lip 210 so as tofix the blood sam-

pling section of the knife 201 in position with respect to

the blade 205. As shorn in particular by Fig' 5e, the cir-

clip 214 clamps around the blade 205, while the spring

212 ensures that the lip 210 is fixed in the opening

210a.
Figs. 6 and 7 show the turret device 14 in which the

knife 10 can be placed afier sticking, and in which the

sample reservoirs 36 are removed from the knife,

sealed and removed, and the knife 10 is cleaned, disin'

fected and provided with neur sample reservoirs 36,

after which the knife is presented again to the sticker.

For this purpose, the tunet device 14 comprises a

knife-holding station 46, a number of cleaning and disin-

fection stations 48, 50, 52, 54, 56, 58 and @, a sample

reservoir removal station 52, a sample reserroir attach'

ment station 64, a knife delivery station 66, and trans-

portation means fur transporting the knife past the

various stations. Furthermore, the turre{ device 14 corn-

prises sample reservoir transportation means 68 for

removing and feeding blood-filled and empty sample

reservoirs.
The knife-holding station 46 will be described in

more detail with reference to Figs. 6 and 9. The holding

station 4.6 comprises an arm 70 which is attached to a

so-called piston'rod-free cylinder 72, and as a result

can be moved along a rod 74 in the directions ol double

anortr 76. At the end remote from the cylinder 72' the

arm 70 bears a support de/ice 78 which comprises two

holding icrks 80 with teeth of unequal length, the hold'

ing frcrks 80 being shaped and arranged in such a man-

ner that the buffer chamber 30 can be held befirveen

their teeth. As shovrrn in Fig. 6, it is additionally possible

to provide a support 82 frcr supporting the blade 22 of

the knife't0.
As illustated in more detail in Figs. 6 and 10, in the

holding station 46 the knife 10 is transported upwards

toarards a clamping device 86 which is disposed

between plates 84. The clamping device 86 is athched

between the plates 84 and comprises two clamping
parts 88, the bottom ends of which can be moved apart

in the manner of a clothes peg and are provided with

rectangular recesses for accommodating the rectangu-

lar part of the projections 38 on the buffer chamber 30 in

a substantially form-fitting manner. By moving the pro-

trusions 90 of the clamping parts 88 to^,ards one

another, the clamping parts 88 pitrot, under the oppos-

ing brce of a spring (not shoam in more detail), around

rod 92, during the course of which pivoting the projec-

tions 38 ol the knife 10 can be accommodated but also
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released again. The protrusions 90 can be moved
toarards one another, for example, by moving a block 94
with a V-shaped recess over the protrusions 90, in the
direction of arrow 96. The block 94 can be driven in a
manner which is not shown in more detail by means of 5

a piston rod 98 of a piston-cylinder unit 100. ln the
clamping device 86, between the plates 84, the knife is
moved through the abovementioned stations by means
of a displacement of this unit through predetermined
angles by means of an indexed movement of the plates 10

84 and the clamping device 86 using a vertical shaft 102
to which the plates 84 are attached. The shaft 102 is
provided along its entire circumference with plates 84
which are arranged at regular angular distances and
have clamping devices 86 arranged between them, so ls
that knives 10 can be received continuously, can be
guided in steps through the various stations and can be
delivered again. The turret device 14 depicted in Fig. 6
and 7 contains sixteen plates 84 and the same number
of clamping devices 86. zo

The loife delivery station 66 in principle contains
the same components as the knife-holding station 46,
but works in the opposite way: by opening the clamping
parts 88, the knife 10 which is held in the clamping
device 86 is lowered into the frcrk parts 80 of the support 2s

device 78, which for this purpose has been placed
directly beneath the clamping de/ice 86. Then, the arm
70 together with the knife 10 in the support dqrice 78 is
moved downwards along the rd 74, after which the
sticker can take the knife 10 out ol the holding brks 80. ao

ln the cleaning station 48, the outside of the knife
10 is sprayed with cold water br the purpose of remov-
ing bloocl residues. Dehils of spraying means are not
shown here, since the person sklled in the art can
design these based on his/her own o<perience. The ss

knife 10 is then blowdried in a manner not shown in
more detail in the cleaning station 48 with the aid of
compressed air. ln the sample reservoir removal station
62, the sample reservoirs are removed from the knife 10

in a manner which will be discussed in more detail 40

below. The inside of the knife 10 is then cleaned in the
cleaning station 50 using cold water, br example by
spralng water, via a suitable nozzle 104 which is
placed mechanically on the buffer chamber outlets,
through the butfer chamber outlets 32, the buffer cham- 4s

ber 30 and the tube 28. This is illustrated diagrammati-
cally in Fig. 6 in an angular position which, br the sake
of clarity, differs from the angular position shoryn for the
cleaning station 50 in Fig. 7. ln the cleaning station 52,
the outside ol the knife 10 is then cleaned with mld so

water in a m€mner which is not shown in more detail.
The inside of the knife is then disinfected in the disinfec-
tion station 54 using hot water at a temperature ol about
82"C, br example with the aid of a similar nozzle to the
nozzle 104 which is shorrrn in Fig. 5. The outside of the ss
knife 10 is then disinfected in the disinfection station 56
using hot water at a temperature of about 82"C. Finally,
in a manner which is not shown in more detail, the knife

10

10 is rinsed with cold water in the cleaning station 58

and is bloardried with compressed air in the cleaning
station 50. When the knife 10 has anived in the sample
reservoir attachment station 64, nerrr sample reservoirs

are attached to the buffer chamber outlets 32 in a man-

ner which will be discussed in more detail belory.

ln the turret device 14, there are ananged the sam-
ple reservoir transportation means 68, which comprise
an indexed disc 106 which can be rotated in a horizontal
plane through predetermined angles and in which sets
ol openings 108, the pitch of which in the radial direction
corresponds to the pitch of the butfer chamber outlets
32 of the knile 10, are arranged at angular distances of
60'. The openings 108 are shown in more detail in Fig.

8, which also shows a sample reservoir 36 which is pro-

vided with a cap 110. The sample reservoir 36 is sus-
pended from the cap 110 in the opening 108 which has

two diflerent diameters. ln the turret device 14, trans-
verse arms 114a and 114b are arranged on two tele-
scopically extendable arms 112a and 112b, which
transverse arms 114a and 114b can pivot about the tel-

escopic arms and are each prwided at their free ends

with a clamping device 116, which is not shown in more

detail and in which two sample reservoirs 36 can be
clamped.

As shown diagrammatically in Figs. 6 and 7, when
the knile is situated in the sample reservoir removal sta-

tion 62, the arm 112a is extended to a suitable length
and the transverse arm 11zla is moved into the position

indicated by dashed lines in Fig. 7. The sample reser-
voirs 36 situated on the knife 10 are then gripped by the
associated clamping device 116 and are pulled off the
buffer chamber outlets 32 by retracling the arm 112a.

The transverse arm 114a can then be pivoted beneath
the disc 106, the blood-filled sample reservoirs moving
into the position indicated in Fig. 7 by 118. Those ends
ol the sample reservoirs 36 which protrude above the
transverse arm 114a and the clamping device 1'16 are
then moved into the associated openings 108 in the disc
106 by extending the arm 112a, during which operation
the sample reservoirs 36 are simultaneously sealed by
a cap 110 which is already situated in the opening 108

and is held in position 1 1 8 above the disc 106 by means
of a stop 120. Afier the disc 106 has been rotated
through 60" in the direction of arroru 122,he blood-filled

and sealed sample reservoirs 36 are drawn into hoses
124 and removed with the aid of subatmospheric pres-

sure. When the disc 106 has again been rotated
through 60" in the direction 122, ne,,u, empty sample
reservoirs, which are provided with small caps, are
placed in the vacant openings 108 by supplying these
reservoirs through hoses 126 with the aid of com-
pressed air. After being rotated through a further 120',
the new sample rsenoirs are gripped by the clamping
dwice 116, which is arranged on the transverse arm
114b, at the location indicated by 128 and, by means of
sliding movements of the arm 1I2b and a pivoting

movement of transverse arm 114b, they are moved

I
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to^,ards and arranged on a cleaned knife 10. The small

caps 110 of the empty sample resenoirs 36 remain
behind at position 128, and these small caps 110 are
used in the position of the disc 106 which is indicated by
118 to close off other blood-filled sample reservoirs 36.

On the side remote lrom the sample tube 36, the
small cap 110 may be provided with a machine-reada-
ble code, which, for o<ample in the position of the disc
106 indicated by 130, can be read with the aid of a sen-
sor 131 which is arranged above the disc 106 and is
merely indicated by dashed lines.

Fig. 11 shows the aclions carried out in the turret
device 14 and other aclions associated with the blood
sampling, in the logical order indicated by arrows. ln
step 140, the knife 10 is moved to the knife delivery sta-

tion 66. ln the knile delivery station 66, the knife is then
presented to the sticker, as indicated by step 142. ln

step 144, the sticker takes hold of the knife, after which,
in step 146, the animal for slaughtering is stuck and a
blood sample is left in the knife. ln step 148, the sticker
then places the knife 10 back in the tunet device 14, into

the knife-holding station 46. ln step 150, the knife 10 is
discharged from the knife-holding station 46 into the
cleaning station 48. lf, after step 142, the sticker does
nottake hold of the knife, the unused knife is removed in
step 150. ln step 152, the outside of the knile is cleaned
with cold water in the cleaning station 48 and then, in

step 154, it is blorudried using compressed air. ll appro-
priate, step 154 can be missed out, as indicated by a
dashed line. Then, in step 156, which is canied out in
the sample rserroir removal station 62, the sample
reservoirs 36 are removed from the kni{e. The inside of
the remainingpart of lhe knife is cleaned with cold water
in step 158 in cleaning station 50, and then the outside
is cleaned with cold water in step 160 in cleaning stalion
52, after which, in step 162, the inside is disinfected in
disinfection station 54, then the outside is disinfecled in
step 1il in disinfection station 56, then in step 166 the
knife is rinsed with cold water in cleaning station 58 and
finally blordried in step 168 using compressed air in
cleaning station 60. Then, in step 170, nevtt sample res-
ervoirs are placed on the knife in sample reservoir
attachment stiations 64. The knife is norv ready to be
used again, so that step 140 can then iclloitt. Atter step
156, comprising the removal of the reservoirs from the
knife, in step 172 the reservoirs are sealed at the loca-
tion indicated in Fig. 7 by 118. The reserrroirs are sub-
sequently discharged in step 174, one sample reservoir
being dischargd to an analysis device and the other
sample reservoir being temporarily stored. ln step 176,

the said one blood sample is analyzed, after which, in

step 178, the analysis results are stored in a data file. ln
addition, in step 180, an identifying mark provided on
the sample reservoirs is read and in step 182 a classifi-
cation mark of the slaughtered animal is read. ln step
'184, data relating to the identifying mark and the classi-
lication mark are stored in a data file. This data is cou-
pled with the results stored in step 178, as indicated by

EP0861 594A1 12

the dashed line between steps 184 and 178.

Prior to step 170, which comprises placing the sam-
ple reservoirs on the knife, in a step 186 an anti+oagu-
lant is placed in each sarnple reservoir, and in step 188

s the sample reservoirs are transported to$rards the turret

dsrice 14, in particular the rotiatable disc 106.

Fig. 12 illusfates the position of various compo-

nents of the sampling system according to the inven-

tion. A sample reservoir feed device 192 is disposed in

to a room 190, from where netfl, empty sample reservoirs,

which are provided with a cap, are fed via the hoses 126

to the turret ds/ice 14. The turret darice is situated in a
room 194 which is separated from the room 190. From

the tunet device 14, blood-filled sample reserwirs 36
ts which are provided with a cap are discharged, via the

hoses 124, to a storage device 196 and an analysis

device 198. The latter two devices 196 and 198 are sit-
uated in a room 196 which is separate from the room

191. The rooms 190 and 196 may if desired coincide.
20 Separating the room 191from the rooms 190 and 196

assists with the hygiene of the blood sampling.

Glaims

zs1 Method br takng a blood sample of a slaughtered

animal, characterized in that a blood sample (42) is

taken at the sticking place (12) in the slaughtered

animalduring the stickng o, the slaughtered animal
(6).

30

2. Method according to claim 1, characterized in that
the blood sample (42) is collected in at least one

sample reservoir (36) which is coupled to a knife
(10).

35

3. Method according to claim 2, characlerized in that
the blood sample (42) is collecled in two different

sample reservoirs (36) which are coupled to the
knife (10).

40

4. Method according to claim 2 or 3, characterized in
that afier makng the cut each blood-filled sample
reservoir (36) is detached from the knife (10), after
which the knile (10) is cleaned and disinfected, and

then (a) narv sample reservoir(s) (36) is/are cou-
pled to the knife.

50

5. Method according to claim 4, characterized in that
one sample reservoir (36), which has been filled
with blood during the sticking of the slaughtered
animal (5), is sealed after it has been detached

from the knife (10) and is conveyed to a room (196)

which is situated in the slaughterhouse and where

one or more predetermined analyses are carried
out on the blood sample (42).55

6. Method according to claim 5, characterized in that
the sample reservoir (36) is conveyed in a hose

45

7
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(124) or tube with the aid of a fluid which is at super-
atrnospheric or subatmospheric pressure.

7. Method according to any of claims 4 - 6, character-
ized in that the cleaning and disinfection ol the knife 5

(10) after each sample reservoir (36) filled with
blood (42) has been detached comprises the bllotttr-
ing step6:

14

opening (40) to atmosphere br venting and aerat-

ing the bufler chamber.

16. Knife according to claim 14 or 15, characterized in

that the buffer chamber (30) is prwided with at least

one opening (40) to atnosphere for determining a

maximum blood level in the buffer chamber.

17. Knife according to any of claims 14' 16, character'

ized in that the buffer chamber outlet comprises a

tube (32) and in that the sample reservoir (36) com-
prises a sample tube with a closed end and an

opposite open end, it being possible to push the

tube strb and the sample tube orcr one another,

and the lree end of the tube stub being connected

in a sealing manner (34) to the sample tube.

24. Knife according to claim 22, characierized in that
the attachment is turmed by a circlip fastening (212,

214).

25. Knife according to any of claims 12'24, character-
ized by at least one projection (38) br positioning

the knife (10) in a knile support (80; 88) which is of
at least partially complementary brm to the at least
one prolection.

26. Knife according to claim 25, characterized by two
projections (38) which.protrude in opposite direc'
tions.

27. Knife according to claim 25 or 26, characterized in

that part of each proiection (38) has a substantially

9. Method according to any of claims 2 - 8, characler- 20

ized in that each sample reservoir (35) filled with
blood (42) is prwided with an identifying mark
which belongsto an idertirying markananged on or
in the said slaughtered animal (5), the sample res-

ervoir identifying mark and the identifying mark ol 25

the slaughtered animal from which the blood in the
sarnple reservoir originates are each read using a
reading dwice (131) and data resulting from this
reading are stored in combination in a data file.

30

10. Method according to claim 9, characterized in that,
afier analysis of he blood sample (42), data relat-
ing to the analyss results are added to the said
data combination. 

ss

11. Method according to any of clairns 2 - 10, charac-
terized in hat an anticoagulant is introduced into
each sample reserroir (36) prior to use.

cleaning with cold water;
disinfecting, in particular with water at 82 "C;
flushing with cold water; and
blowdrying.

8. Method acmrding to claim 7, characterized in that
the knile ('t0) is cleaned with cold water, and option-
ally blow-dried, bebre each sample reservoir (36)

filled with blood (42) is detached.

12. Knife br canying out the method according to any
of claims 1 - 1 1, characterized in that the lmife (10)

is provided with a duct (28) with an open end (27) in

the region of the knife blade (22) which is intended
to penetrate into the slaugttered animal (6), which
duct (28) is in liquid communication, at the other
end, with at least one sample reservoir (36).

13. Knife according to claim 12, characterized in that
each sample reservoir (36) is detachably con-
nected to the knife (1 0).

14. Knife according to claim 12 or 13, characterized in

that the duct (28) opens out at the said other end
into a buffer chamber (30) with at least one outlet to
the at least one sample reservoir (36).

15. Knile according to claim '14, characterized in that
the buffer chamber (3O) is provided with at least one

18. Knife according to one of claims 12' 17, character-

ized in that the knife blade (22) is provided with a
recess (24) br accommodating at least part of a
ducl which is designed as a tube (28).

19. Knife according to claim 18, characterized in that

the duct (28) is ananged detachably in the recess

(24).

20. Knife according to claim 19, characlerized in that

the duci (28) is adhesively bonded to projections
(26) which protrLrde into the recess (24).

21 . Knife according to any of claims 12 - 17 , character-
ized in that the lrnile blade (204; 205) is provided

with a hole (210) for accommodating one end of $e
duct (28a).

22. Knile according to any of claims 12 ' 17 or 21 , char-

acterized in that the buffer chamber (30) is attached
to the knife blade (204; 205).

40 23. Knife according to claim 22, characterized in that
the attachment is brmed by a scrar hstening.

10
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circular cross-section, and in that another part of

the projection has a substantially rectangular cross-
section.

28. Blood sample processing device (14) icr process- 5

ing a blood sample (42) of a slaughtered animal (6),

comprising:

a knife-holding station (46) br holding a knile
(10) according to any of claims 12 - 23:' 10

a sample reservoir removal station (62) lor
removing the sample reservoir(s) (36) from the
knife (10);

at least one cleaning and/or disinfection station
(48, 50, 52, g,56, 58, 60) for cleaning and dis' 15

infecting the knife (10);

a sample reservoir attachment station (64) icr
attaching the sample reservoir(s) (36) to the
knife (10);

a knife delivery station (66) for delivering the 20

knife (10); and
knife transportation means for transporting the
knife (10) past the stations.

29. Blood sample processing device according to claim 2s

28, characterized by sample reservoir transporta-
tion means which comprise a clamping device
(116), which is arranged on a movable arm (112,

114) br gripping at least one sample reservoir (36),

as well as a rotatable disc (106), which is provided 30

with openings, ficr holding the sample reservoir(s)
(36) and attaching/removing small caps (110)

theretoftherefrom, and a-t least one hose (124, 126)

or tube in which the sample reservoir(s) (36) can be
transported at superatmospheric pressure or sub- ss

atmospheric pressure, the arm (112, 114) with
clamping dwice (116) transporting the sample res-

ervoir(s) (35) from the sample reservoir remornal

station (62) to the disc (106), and the disc (105)

corveying lhe sample reservoir(s) (36) from the 40

arm (112, 114) with clamping device (1 16) to the at
least one hose (124) or tube, or alternatively the
transportation taking place in the opposite direc-
tion, from the at least one hqse (126) or tube to the
sample reservoir attachment station (64). 45

30. Blood sample processing device according to claim
29, characterized in that the small cap (110) has
dimensions which are such that it is unable to pass
through the openings (108) in the disk (106), while 50

the sample reservoir (36) has dimensions which are
such that it can pass through the openings (108) in
the disk (106).

31 . Blood sample processing dsrice according to any ss

of claims 28 - 30, characterized in that the knife-
holding station (46) comprises a movable knife sup-
port (70, 72,74,78, 80) br supporting the knile (10)

16

br the purpose of feeding the knife (10) to the knife

transportation means in a predetermined position.

32. Blood sample processing device according to any

of claims 28 - 31, characterized in that the at least

one cleaning and disinlection station comprises:

a first station (50, 52) with a cold water feed

device ficr cleaning the knife 910) with cold

water;
a second station (54, 56) with a disinfectant

feed dsrice for disinfecting the knife (10);

a third station (58) with a Ilushing device for

rinsing the knife (10) with cold water, and

a fourth station (50) with an air-blowing device

Ior blow-drying the knife (10) using air.

33. Blood sample processing device according to claim

32, characlerized in that the first station (50, 52)

and the second station (54, 56) are each designed

for the internal and external cleaning/disinfection of

the knife (10).

34. Blood sample processing device according to any

of claims 28 - 33, characterized in that the knife

delivery station (66) comprises a movable knile

support (70,72,74,78,80) frcr supporting the knite

(10) for the purpose ol removing the knife (10) from

the knife transportation means in a predetermined
position.

35. Blood sample processing device according to any

of claims 28 - 34, characterized in that the kni{e

transportation means comprise a gripper device
(86) which engages on the knife (10) br fixing the
knife (10) in a predetermined position during trans'
portation ol the knile (10) past the stations, which
gripperdevice (86) can be moved between a closed
position and an open position.

35. Blood sample processing device according to any

of claims 28 - 35, characterized in that the knile

transportation means execute a circular movement,

and in that the stations are disposed at predeter-

mined angular positions along the circle.

9
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